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NSU is requesting the Building Committee’s approval of the Facility Design Plan for the new residence
halls 2 East (2E) and 2 West (2W). The Board of Regents approved the Preliminary Facility Statement in
June of 2016 and the Facility Program Plan in December of 2016.
The Construction Manager at Risk (CMR) method of construction is being used for this project. In
October of 2016, Sioux Falls based Journey Construction was selected by the Building Committee to be
the CMR for the new residence halls. The building has been designed by CO-OP Architects in
conjunction with St. Louis based architects Mackey Mitchell along with a team of engineering
consultants. The design has been reviewed by NSU administrators, the Director of Residence Life and
the Director of Facilities. Additionally, focus groups with students were held early in the design process
to provide comments on unit types and building aesthetics. The group provided valuable feedback and
several of their suggestions have been incorporated into the design.
The project RFP originally anticipated one 300 bed residence hall. As part of the design team’s interview
they suggested the possibility of splitting the project into two buildings citing the benefits of smaller
building communities of 150 or less and the benefits of two smaller structures to the overall physical
impact on campus. The two residence halls are located at the southern end of campus formalizing a new
residential quad. 2W will replace existing Lindberg Hall. 2E will be located just north of Kramer Hall in
the open area part of which was formerly occupied by Seymour Hall. Neither building will have new
student parking adjacent to it. The project does include a new parking lot along the east side of Herret St
between 15th Ave and 17th Ave which will provide 100 new parking spaces. Each building is further
described below in more detail.
2 East
2E is a three-story residence hall which will be built on a vacant lot, currently green space, north of
Kramer Hall. As noted above, Seymour Hall once occupied the western portion of the site. The building
envelope will be load bearing insulated precast concrete panels. The exterior finish of the panels varies
from concrete styled to resemble limestone and thin brick veneer cast into the concrete panels which will
complement existing campus buildings. The facility will include 45,799 square feet and a total of 151
beds made up of (70) 200 square foot double bedrooms, (2) 280 square foot triple bedrooms and (5)
resident advisor single bedrooms. The building also includes a two bedroom/one bathroom Resident
Director apartment on the ground floor.
The bedrooms are organized into sixteen bed clusters (or Pods) that share bathroom facilities and a small
‘pod living room’ that is open to the common corridor. Each wing of the building has two sixteen bed

pods which create 32 bed RA communities…one community on the first floor and two on the second and
third floors. Each double bedroom will be furnished with two beds, two dressers, two desks and two
chairs in addition to two built in open front closets. Triple bedrooms will include an additional piece of
furniture and closet for the additional resident. RA single rooms are equipped just like the doubles to
allow NSU flexibility in assigning the RA room within each community. Each bedroom will have three
painted drywall walls and the inside face of the exterior wall will be concrete that is skim coated and then
painted. Ceilings will be skim coated and painted concrete planks which are four foot wide. Bedroom
floors will be wood-look vinyl tile.
Each sixteen bed pod shares a bathroom that includes four lavatories, three water closet compartments
and three shower compartments with dry off areas. Each pod also includes a private single user
bathroom with sink, toilet and shower in one room. The ratio of bathroom fixtures to residents in each
pod is 1:4. Floors will be ceramic tile fully water proofed underneath. Wet walls will be tile wainscot and
shower wet walls will have tile extending to the ceilings. All bathroom countertops will be solid surface
with integral bowls.
Each sixteen bed pod is organized around a shared ‘pod living room’ roughly 200 square feet in size. The
living room is designed to be a versatile study and social space which the pod residents can all share and
help govern its use throughout the day. These living rooms will each include a flat screen TV and dry
erase board as well as flexible furniture which will allow the residents the ability to rearrange as
necessary. A large window will be in each living room. Flanking walls will be painted drywall. Floors
will be carpet tile and the ceiling will be a mix of drywall and 2x2 acoustical ceiling tile.
2E will also include a variety of community space. Each floor includes a floor lounge with attached
kitchenette designed to feel homelike and open up to views to campus. An enclosed quiet study space is
provided on each floor for individual and small group study. The building’s ground floor includes a large
meeting room for twenty, a community laundry room, three staff offices, RA work room and a main
lounge that brings together flexible seating, an open kitchen area and game area.
In addition to the residential community elements, 2E will also include a convenience store and Papa
John’s pizza. These two programs will share the same space near the main entry to 2E. The convenience
store will replace the c-store that is currently in Jerde Hall which will be demolished in Summer 2018.
Papa John’s will be operated similar to the Einstein’s Bagels in the student center.
2 West
2W is a three-story suite style residence hall which will be built where Lindberg Hall is currently located.
Lindberg will be demolished in May 2017. Similar to 2E, 2W will also have a building envelope of load
bearing insulated precast concrete panels. The exterior finish of the panels will be similar to 2E which
varies from concrete styled to resemble limestone and thin brick veneer cast into the concrete panels
which will complement existing campus buildings. The facility will include 42,009 square feet and a
total of 148 beds made up of (10) single bedroom semi-suites, (17) double bedroom semi suites, (12) two
double bedroom suites and (3) four single bedroom suites. The building also includes a one bedroom/one

bathroom Graduate Assistant apartment on the first floor. Resident assistants (RAs) will be housed in the
suites with other residents for roommates. Accessible versions of each suite type are included in the
building. Unit types stack vertically, but are mixed on the floor. Suites and apartments will be fully
furnished.
The single semi-suites include two furnished bedrooms for one student resident per bedroom. The
bathroom in each of this type will include a vanity with one sink, toilet and shower. The bathrooms will
have tile floors and tile on wet walls. The bedrooms will have wood look vinyl tile flooring. These units
do not contain living space within the suite.
The double semi-suites include two furnished bedrooms for two student residents per bedroom separated
by a shared bathroom. The bathrooms in each of this type will include a toilet room and shower. The
bathrooms will have tile floors and tile on wet walls. The bedrooms will each have their own vanity
with sink, mirror and base cabinet. Bedrooms will have wood look vinyl tile flooring. These units do not
contain living space within the suite.
The double suites include two furnished bedrooms for two student residents per bedroom. The
bathrooms in each of this type will include a vanity, separate shower room and separate toilet room. The
shower and toilet rooms will have tile floors and tile on wet walls. The bedrooms, living room and
vanity area will have wood look vinyl tile flooring. These units also include a small kitchenette which
includes a small wet bar sink with base cabinet and upper cabinet as well as space for a
microwave/refrigerator combo unit.
The four bedroom single suites include four furnished bedrooms for one student resident per bedroom.
The bathrooms in each of this type will include a double bowl vanity, separate shower room and separate
toilet room. The shower and toilet rooms will have tile floors and tile on wet walls. The bedrooms,
living room and vanity area will have wood look vinyl tile flooring. These units also include a
kitchenette which includes a sink with base cabinet and upper cabinet as well as space for a
microwave/refrigerator combo unit and counter seating space.
In addition to the suites, each floor includes amenities and spaces that promote residential floor
community. Each floor includes enclosed quiet study rooms, a floor lounge with attached kitchen and a
small floor laundry for convenience. Building community spaces are located on the first floor. These
include a multi-purpose work room, meeting/seminar room for twenty, community kitchen, main lounge
and game room. Two staff offices, RA/staff workroom and a reception desk are also included. These
spaces will all be fully furnished.
Common Features
Both facilities will be fully air conditioned and wireless network access will be provided throughout the
buildings. Both buildings will have an elevator and trash/recycling rooms. Both buildings will be ADA
compliant and be built to meet LEED Silver requirements.

A. Architectural, mechanical and electrical schematic design plan
Schematic design plans including floor plans, site plans, exterior views and room layouts are attached
to this document.
B. Changes from Facility Program Plan
There have been no major changes to the design included in the Facility Program Plan. The number
of beds was originally projected in the Facility Program Plan to be between 270 and 300. As
described above, the plan now includes 299 beds (148 in 2W and 151 in 2E). This was achieved by
revising the unit mix in 2W to increase the number of the more efficient suite types and decrease the
number of the larger four single bedroom suites.
C. Impact to existing building or campus-wide heating/cooling/electrical systems

The buildings will have standalone heating and cooling systems and not impact the central heating plant.
They will be connected to city water service, sanitary service and storm water service. The existing
campus electrical loop is adequate to handle the load of these two buildings.

MECHANICAL SYSTEMS
HVAC SYSTEM (4‐PIPE FAN COIL OPTION‐ ADD ALTERNATE):
Suites with Mechanical Closets Typical of 2W
Each individual suite would have a compact 4-pipe fan coil unit located in a mechanical closet within the
suite. This heating-and-cooling fan coil unit allows each individual suite comfort heating control in the
winter and cooling control in the summer. During mild Spring/Fall weather and temperatures, this 4-pipe
closed loop piping system allows synchronous heating & cooling in different suites at the same time
(boiler & chiller operational). Within the suites supply and return ductwork will distribute air into the
rooms. Fresh air would be ducted into each suite’s HVAC unit and pulled into the return thus mixing
with return air and distributed throughout the suite. Mechanical closets with doors to the hallway would
provide service access without impeding the through the student’s space.
Suites without Mechanical Closets Typical
These suites would have individual vertical stacked units serving individual bedrooms with individual
control. Neutral fresh air would be ducted into each space in areas served by these vertical stacked style
units. Access to the unit would need to be through the student’s space.
Common Areas
The common areas will utilize the same system that is used for the individual suites. The quantity and
type of fan coil units used will be selected based on how the spaces are utilized to maximize the system
efficiency and comfort control throughout the common areas. Again, fresh air would be mixed with the

return air into the fan coil units and distributed throughout the common areas to maximize indoor air
quality. Office areas would be served by ducted horizontal units concealed above ceilings, while
stairwells and vestibules would utilize console units.
Temperature Controls
The temperature control system shall be an extension of the existing DDC control system. All equipment
shall be controlled and monitored by the existing color graphic operator’s workstation for Owner’s
designated personnel to change schedules and setpoints.
Hydronic Systems
The hydronic piping systems will consist of insulated four-pipe hydronic water system (heating water
supply & return, and chilled water supply & return.
Heat Injection
If the outside air temperature falls below the setpoint, heat will be injected into the heating water supply
& return piping system using high efficiency, natural gas fired boilers and heating water pumps. Heating
& heating water will not be available when the air temperature is above a set temperature.
Heat Rejection
If the outside air temperature rises above the setpoint, heat will be rejected into the chilled water supply
& return piping system using an air-cooled chiller and chilled water pumps. Cooling & chilled water will
not be available when the air temperature drops below a set temperature.
Ventilation Systems
The ventilation system will utilize packaged natural gas-fired electric-cooling energy recovery units that
will supply neutral air to designated fan coil units or designated spaces. The energy recovery units will
transfer energy from the exhaust air stream to the outside air, then heat or cool or dehumidify the air
before distributing it within the building. The ventilation system will be sized to meet the requirements
for the Increased Ventilation LEED credit.

HVAC WARRANTIES
The mechanical contractor shall warrant his work against failure and workmanship for a period of at least
one year from the date of substantial completion. Any work that is defective within that one-year period
shall be replaced by the Contractor without charge. If longer/special warranties are noted elsewhere in
the specifications, those warranties shall apply.
EXTENDED COMPRESSOR WARRANTY. Compressor parts shall be under warranty for an
additional four years from the date of original installation but, in no event, for longer than five years and
six months from the date of shipment from the factory. During this time manufacturer will repair or
replace any compressor part which upon inspection proves to have been defective. Labor for the
replacing the compressor would be at a cost to the owner.

HVAC SYSTEM (BULLDOG HEAT PUMP SYSTEM):
The Bulldog Hybrid Heat Pump HVAC system shall consist of the following:
CGC Group Hybrid Heat Pump Technology
www.bulldogheatpump.com
The Bulldog Hybrid Heat Pump is an innovative combination of two traditional HVAC building
technologies – conventional water-cooled air conditioning and hydronic space heating, in other words the
heat pump compressor only operates in the cooling mode. Each Bulldog Hybrid Heat Pump includes a
hot water heating coil that is activated to enable heating. This eliminates the electrical heat portion &
costs associated with operating the compressors.
Suites with Mechanical Closets Typical of 2W
Each individual suite would have a compact bulldog heat pump located in a mechanical closet within the
suite. This combination heating-and-cooling bulldog heat pump unit allows superior comfort control for
each individual suite. This 2-pipe closed loop heat transfer piping system allows synchronous heating &
cooling in different suites at the same time. Within the suites supply and return ductwork will distribute
air into the rooms. Fresh air would be ducted into each suite’s HVAC unit and pulled into the return thus
mixing with return air and distributed throughout the suite. Mechanical closets with doors to the hallway
would provide service access without impeding the through the students space.
Suites without Mechanical Closets
These suites would have individual vertical stacked units serving individual bedrooms with individual
control. Neutral fresh air would be ducted into each space in areas served by these vertical stacked style
units. Access to the unit would need to be through the student’s space.
Common Areas
The common areas will utilize the same system that is used for the individual suites. The quantity and
type of heat pump units used will be selected based on how the spaces are utilized to maximize the
system efficiency and comfort control throughout the common areas. Again, fresh air would be mixed
with the return air into the heat pump units and distributed throughout the common areas to maximize
indoor air quality. Office areas would be served by ducted horizontal units concealed above ceilings,
while stairwells and vestibules would utilize console units.
Temperature Controls
The temperature control system shall be an extension of the existing DDC control system. All equipment
shall be controlled and monitored by the existing color graphic operator’s workstation for Owner’s
designated personnel to change schedules and setpoints.
Hydronic System
The hydronic piping will consist of an insulated, two-pipe hydronic water loop that will use circulating
pumps to circulate water to all of the Bulldog Hybrid Heat Pumps. This will allow the heat pumps to
extract heat from the water loop when they are in heating mode and reject heat to the water loop when
they are in cooling mode. As previously mentioned, the water loop will thus transfer heat from one heat
pump to another within the building. The two-pipe hydronic piping system is designed to circulate
between 85F and 125F fluid (the supply fluid temperatures are increased as the outside air temperatures
drop).

Heat Injection & Heat Rejection
Heat will only be injected or rejected from the water loop as needed to maintain the water loop
temperature within a range to optimize the operating efficiency of the heat pumps. If the water loop
temperature drops below the range minimum, heat will be injected using high efficiency, natural gas fired
boilers. If the water loop temperature rises above the range maximum, heat will be rejected using a closed
circuit, fluid cooler.
Ventilation Systems
The ventilation system will utilize packaged natural gas-fired electric-cooling energy recovery units that
will supply neutral air to designated heat pumps or designated spaces. The energy recovery units will
transfer energy from the exhaust air stream to the outside air, then heat or cool or dehumidify the air
before distributing it within the building. The ventilation system will be sized to meet the requirements
for the Increased Ventilation LEED credit.

HVAC WARRANTIES
The mechanical contractor shall warrant his work against failure and workmanship for a period of at least
one year from the date of substantial completion. Any work that is defective within that one-year period
shall be replaced by the Contractor without charge. If longer/special warranties are noted elsewhere in
the specifications, those warranties shall apply.
EXTENDED COMPRESSOR WARRANTY. Compressor parts shall be under warranty for an
additional four years from the date of original installation but, in no event, for longer than five years and
six months from the date of shipment from the factory. During this time manufacturer will repair or
replace any compressor part which upon inspection proves to have been defective. Labor for the
replacing the compressor would be at a cost to the owner.

PLUMBING SYSTEM:
The plumbing system shall consist of the following:
Plumbing Fixtures
Plumbing fixtures to be high efficiency low water consumption fixtures to meet the requirements for the
Water Use Reduction LEED credits.
Solid surface over fiberglass showers are planned in all suites.
Exterior hydrants to be located at all exterior doors of first floor.
Domestic Water Piping & Insulation
To prevent pitting, scaling, or corrosion aboveground domestic cold, hot and recirculating hot water
piping & fittings shall be Uponor Pex A with a twenty-five year warranty. The exception will be all
piping within the mechanical room at the water meterfit and domestic hot water system will be Type L
copper. All mains & branch piping shall be insulated with fiberglass with vapor barrier.

Domestic Hot Water System
Natural gas fired, high efficiency domestic hot water heaters will be utilized to provide domestic hot
water for the building. A domestic hot water recirculation system will be used to ensure that the building
occupants don’t have to wait for hot water.
Sanitary Waste/Venting
All sanitary waste and venting shall be PVC piping and cast iron when within return air plenums.
Natural Gas Piping
All natural gas piping shall be schedule 40 black pipe with isolation valves and pressure reducing valves
as necessary serving high efficiency hot water boilers & water heaters.
Storm Drainage
All storm drainage shall be PVC piping encased in insulation. Primary & Overflow Roof drains to be
provided for all flat roof areas piped down to below grade to the city storm sewer. Perimeter flat roof
areas to have overflow roof drainage from overflow scuppers.
Condensate Drainage
All condensate drain piping shall be PVC piping encased in insulation.

FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM:
A complete fire sprinkler system will be installed meeting NFPA, local codes, & the Fire Marshal.
The system shall consist of a dedicated 6” fire protection water service located in the mechanical room
with zoning installed per floor. The fire sprinkler riser within the mechanical room shall be iron pipe &
fittings. CPVC piping concealed within the truss space shall be used for the majority of the facility. All
piping to be rated for fire sprinkler installation. Flush concealed heads shall be used throughout the
facility.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
LIGHTING SYSTEM:
Dorm Room Lighting
LED fixtures will be used. The bedroom fixtures will be controlled by vacancy/dimmer switches to
maximize the energy savings by combining the functionality of a vacancy sensor with the versatility and
ambiance control of a dimmer.
Hallways and Common Areas
LED fixtures will be used. Hallways and common areas will be controlled using a combination of
sensors, standard switches, or dimmers as appropriate to allow the occupants maximum comfort weather
studying or watching a movie.

Exterior Lighting
LED fixtures will be used. Nighttime friendly fixtures will be utilized to help mitigate light pollution.
For student/faculty safety any pathway lighting shall be operated by photocell control, on at dusk, off at
dawn.

FIRE ALARM SYSTEM / LIFE SAFETY SYSTEMS:
The fire alarm system shall be installed to meet the present code requirements. A fully addressable
system will be used. The fire alarm system shall be able to communicate back to the campus physical
plant with a hard-wired connection.
Exit and emergency lighting will be placed according to life safety codes.

DATA / PHONE SYSTEM:
The data system will be installed by a BICSI certified installer. CAT6 cabling will be used throughout
the building. Panduit network racks with cable management will be utilized. The data and phone
systems will be connected to the campus system using fiber optic cable.

SECURITY SYSTEM:
The security system will consist of rough-ins for the cameras and door access systems. The locations
would be coordinated with the owner. Rough-ins would consist of empty conduits and boxes. The
security equipment and cabling would be by owner.

POWER SYSTEM:
The existing campus high voltage electrical system will be extended to the new building locations. A
transformer will be placed to provide 120/208V three phase power to the main electrical service for both
buildings.
All electrical devices (switches, outlets) will be commercial grade. All wiring will be in accordance with
the National Electrical Code and the South Dakota State Electrical Commission Wiring Bulletin.

D. Total construction cost estimates
The total project cost is estimated at $22,886,000 including construction, site work, fees,
furnishing and equipment as identified in the following table:

Project Costs
Construction Costs
Site Costs
Demolition Costs
Total Construction Cost*

18,043,899
1,156,022
372,150
19,572,071

Soft Costs

A/E Fees
Estimated Travel Reimbursables
Survey
Geotechnical Report
OSE Fee
AV/Telecom/IT/Security
Special Inspections and Testing
Commissioning
LEED Registration Expenses
Document Printing allowance
Submittal Exchange
Owner Contingency
Signage Allowance
Pre-Bid Expenses/Bid Advertisements
CM Pre-Construction Services Fee
Furnishings
Total Soft Costs
Subtotal
C-Store and Papa Johns Fit Out
Total Project Cost

Funding Sources
Private Donor
Aramark
NSU Auxilary Funds
Total Fund Sources
* Note, Total Construction Cost includes:
CM construction fee (4.75%)
Construction Contingency (5%)

1,170,000
15,000
5,000
6,900
80,000
150,000
45,000
80,000
8,000
15,000
12,000
750,000
20,000
5,000
70,000
721,029
3,152,929
22,725,000
161,000
22,886,000

22,725,000
150,000
11,000
22,886,000

866,321
922,871

E. Changes from the cost estimates for operational or M&R expenses
At this time, there are no significant changes to the operational or M&R expenses from those
provided in the facility program plan.
F. Timeline
Construction will begin in April of 2017. The facility is scheduled to be completed no later than
July 26, 2018.
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